
About Work Exchange Program

Work Exchange Program is to help participants who cannot afford to pay full fee of 
workshop.   It is only suitable for people who have no work at the time, who have 
more time than money, and who would enjoy to do various odd work at our house 
and garden.    For those of you who want to earn money with work, the work-
exchange is not recommended.

The Work-Exchange Program works according to the following principle:
One hour of work = One hour of dance workshop
One hour of work = One night of lodging/utility during workshop

Lodging cost during working period will be covered by us.

When do I work?
Working normally happens on the days before and after the dance workshop.    It 
depends on the year and our schedule.   We will discuss the schedule when you 
ask about doing work-exchange.   You will work 6 hours/day (plus extra hours if you 
want to work for lodging cost of the days when there is no dance class).      We 
discuss with each person how many days you want to work.    Normally, minimum 
days is 3 days.

There are 2 days holiday in between first half of workshop and second half of 
workshop.  You can work one of these days, if we both agree (it depends also on 
our schedule)

Does the work credit get deducted from the Workshop Fee from 
the beginning?
Only the amount you will work before the workshop starts will be deducted from the 
beginning.  For work that you might do after workshop period, we ask you to pay as 
deposit.    We will then pay you back after you work.    

How would l get paid back for the work exchange? 
We will pay you in cash at the end.

Do I pay for Meals during working period?
Yes, but you can make low cost meals -- we try to cover with 5 euro per day.   

What kind of work would I do?
It can be many different things.  Work in the garden, work on the house, babysitting 
-- basically, anything that needs to be done.  Some work is easy, some work can be 



dirty, some work takes strength, some work needs patience, some work needs 
some skill.   

How many people can do Work Exchange Program? 
It is different each year.  It depends on what we can afford, as well as how many 
people want to do how many days of work-exchange.  We usually give priority to 
people who take 2 weeks of workshop.
 
How do I apply for Work-Exchange?
Simply fill out the Work-Exchange Application Form, and email it to 
workshop@moeno.com   (Please write "Normandy Workshop" in the subject line, 
so the message will not be handled as SPAM)

Do I make deposit for the workshop to reserve my place?
We will figure out how many days you are doing work-exchange, and the remaining 
amount will be the payment you will make to reserve your place in the workshop.   


